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Objectives
• Underlining the objectives of wood procurement and wood production as well as
goals for R&D.
• Creating the basis for future R&D operations and preparation of research programs.
• Defining future preconditions and development needs of wood supply, procurement
and logistics operations.
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Bioeconomy as part of the strategy of the Finnish forest industry
Basis of the bioeconomy:
Forest resources, production plants, infrastructure, know-how, research and development
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Development prospects of Finland’s forest industry production up until
year 2025 and its impact on wood supply
Special characteristics

Impact on wood supply

Pulp and other
bio-products

• Long-fibre softwood pulp as main product

• Expected increase in the use of
softwood fibre

Paper

• Decreasing printing and writing paper production

Field of production

Cardboard

Direction

• Large biorefinery and specialised small plants

• Diversifying tissuepaper production

• Small-size spruce (fibres)
released for the production of
pulp

• High-quality packaging cardboards

• Small-size birch (fibre) required

• Paper machines converted to cardboard machines
Wood products

• Tightening of customer demands

• Quality management

• Increasing wood construction, concepting

• Raw material and capital
efficiency

• A profitable saw industry is the prerequisite for
increasing pulp production!
Bioenergy

• Precision delivery

• Production of transport fuels is growing

• Logistical solutions

• Political decisions will determine the competitiveness
of wood chip production

• Condensing the energy content
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Operational environment of wood supply
Opportunities
• Forestry and forest industry are at the core of the growing bioeconomy.
• Wood supply a significant effect on the local economy and employment.
• Forest legislation has faced major change during last years.
Threats
• Many forestry sector organisations are at a turning point.
• The ageing of forest owners and urbanisation continues to have an
impact on the industry.
• Growing concern over the proper education of forestry vehicle and log
truck drivers exists.
• Energy and environmental policies have a big impact on wood supply.
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Success factors of wood supply
Critical success factors

Wood

• Logging potential
• Functionality of the forest product market
• Raw material efficiency

Entrepreneurs, employers and
machine stock

• Availability and know-how
• Productivity

Capital

• Capital efficiency
• Cost-efficiency

Energy

• Energy efficiency

Knowledge/know-how

• Knowledge management

Operational environment

• Mill infrastructure (interface with wood supply)
• Transport infrastructure
• Knowledge infrastructure
• Regulation
• Supporting policies
• R&D structure (regeneration)

Management of customer demand
Management of sustainability

Factors of production
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Vision: Efficient Wood Supply 2025
”Focus on the efficiency and strategic planning of wood
supply improves the competitiveness of the forest industry
and guarantees its growth and regeneration potential.”

Development goal 2025
Wood supply to produce added value
to the value chain while
being 30% more cost-efficient than today.
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Vision background
Objectives behind the Efficient Wood Supply 2025 vision:
• Guaranteed operational and growth preconditions of the bioeconomy.
• Wood raw material to bring more added value to the entire value chain.
• Improved cost-efficiency of forest product logistics.
• More efficient and profitable wood production.
• Efficient industrial operational models brought to the field of wood supply.
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R&D goals
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Digitalisation enables major leaps in industry
development
Drivers:
• laser scanning and new satellite technology brought to the field of remote sensing
• automation and measuring technology (robotics, machine vision)
• positioning techniques (location systems)
• information networks and data terminal equipment
• analysing, transferring and storing capacity of information
• analysing methods of Big Data
• release of public information data
• information standards and models produced in the forestry industry.
DIGITALISATION : Integration of digital technologies into everyday life having an impact on consumers,
businesses and the entire society alike.
INDUSTRIAL INTERNET: A businesses’ perspective on digitalisation. The industrial internet connects smart
machines, devices and the people using them. It eases decision-making processes by offering advanced
information analyzing techniques while at the same time generating adaptive business activity.
Source: ETLA raportit No. 42 (5 Jan 2015).
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Efficient Wood Supply 2025 vision, targets and R&D focus:
VISION
Focus on the efficiency and strategic planning of wood supply improves
the competitiveness of the forest industry and guarantees its growth and regeneration potential.

Profitable wood production

Digitalisation
Well-functioning forest product market
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R&D focus areas

Increasing
wood
production

Improving forest product logistics

Targets

Structure and leadership reforms

Consumer demand and endurance management
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Increasing wood production
• The development and widespread implementation of methods that can help
increase wood production profitably for the needs of the growing bioeconomy.

Examples:
• refined seed and sapling materials
• fertilization.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Cost-efficient forest management
• The efficient utilisation of wood production potential by applying cost
and material efficient forest renewal and growth models.
Examples:
• biological coppice control methods (herbicides etc.)
• utilisation of consistent growth condition data and decision
support systems when choosing growth intensity and growth
models.
• choosing the most efficient, yet simple/plain treatment model
and increasing the size of regeneration areas/cutting areas.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Mechanisation of forest management
• Improving the productivity and cost competitiveness of current sapling planting
equipment and sapling nurturing machines and encouraging their widespread
introduction. Developing new, cutting-edge forest management equipment – the
main goal is to develop a new planting machine that can be used countinously.
Examples:
• utilisation of automation and sensor technologies and robotics technology
• examining open-mindedly the development potential of tree cultivation and
growth models ranging from sampling production and logistics to the most
efficient combinations of growing stock growth models and work models for
tree handling.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Growing stock and harvesting condition information
• The goal is to introduce a nation-wide next generation forest resource
management system that offers more precise, multifaceted and timely growing
stock and harvesting condition information than what currently available systems
do.
Key new features:

• The tree species -based basal area diameter distribution and quality information and
condition information for the base unit of data collection (for instance 16 x 16 m).
• The system will offer various operators forest resource information for a multitude
of purposes and applications.
• Moreover, methods and models that enable the complementation of soil
information with variable condition information, such as rainfall data, will be
required.
• As harvesting condition information becomes more precise improved models will be
needed to describe the correlations between condition variables and practical
treatment options (for instance ground/terrain capacity).
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Big Data
• The efficient combining, analysing and utilisation of large amounts of
heterogenic data related to wood production and wood procurement for the
coordination and decision-making purposes.
Examples of data sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

forest resouce information systems
public data supplies
research information supplies
forest owner information
information supplies generated by forest operators
production and market information data sources
information generated by forest machines and equipment, vechicles as well as
amenities of the forests and other private individuals.

Areas that require further R&D and application development
• data collection, combination and analysing methods
• information models and big data architechture
• systems that support decision making.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Decision supporting systems
• Analysing and visualising applications and/or services based on forest resource
information and other related data, which help compare and illustrate different
policy options as well as their impact on forest owners, industry officials,
entrepreneurs, forest machine drivers and other involved industry players.
Tools may be used, for example, for the following purposes:
•
•
•
•
•

forest info
forest planning
choosing between various forest management alternatives
to provide guidance to forest machine drivers
forestry equipment control.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Standards
• Information standards and interface specifications that enable the efficient
development of new services, data transfer and utilisation among various data
systems, operators, information sources and terminal devices are the
prerequisites of digitalisation.

• Continuous and anticipatory development is required so that, for
instance, new data types and variables as well as system and
service concepts can be added to the specifications on time.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Electronic learning/tutorial environments
• Interactive electronic learning devices developed to educate officials, employees,
drivers, forest owners and entrepreneurs.

• The goal is to, among others, improve productivity, quality, profitability and
the general knowledge of forestry.
• Knowledge is becoming increasingly important at all levels of organisations
and digitalisation is offering new ways to meet such demand.
• How to model knowledge is one key research question. New learning
applications and services aimed at different target groups is also required.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Electronic service portal
• The goal is to develop a widely used web-based market platform for wood and
forest services as well as other products that improve to functionality of existing
wood and forest service markets.

• A service portal offers various players a joint platform for selling and
buying wood and for trading services related to wood production and
wood procurement.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Wood supply to market
• The goal is to improve functionality of the timber market and to create new ways
to help promote active forestry.
Targets:
•
•
•
•

promote growth of the forest service market
improve reachability/contactability of forest owners
better control over forest resources and the behaviour of forest owners
develop forest treatment models that help improve the profitability of
decision support systems and wood production.

Also required:
• the development of approaches, which help support professional wood
production operations. For instance, developing forest ownership models,
efficient forest asset management and a network-based timber market.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Pricing and measurement methods
• Flexible and efficient use of various timber assortments and the use of pricing
and measurement methods that increase logistical efficiency, for instance, the
pricing of tree stems and stem parts as well as pricing based on energy content
and dry mass.

• The goal for the development of woodmeasurement is to develop estimation
models that support the use of automatic on-line measurement and raw
material control methods for the entire merchantable timber and energywood
delivery chain and processes at the location of use.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Automation and robotics technologies
• The collecting and utilisation of large data masses. Development of automation,
robotics and sensor technologies and related data systems that improve the
productivity of forest equipment/machines.

• The goal is to develop new machine solutions and enhance resource
planning by means of the industrial internet, which takes advantage
of machine and equipment mounted sensors as well as automatic
data collection, transmission and analysing methods.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Raw material efficiency and allocation
• Management and optimal control over wood material properties and value
added for different purposes – including recycling and the efficient use of timber
byproducts.
• The goal is to develop methods that increase the material efficiency
of timber in industrial production and to create value-added to the
value chain of wood products.
• The goal is also to recognise ”excess quality” in production and to find
ways how to reduce it.
Development areas include:
• control over tree dimensions and quality concerning wood refinement
• measuring the technical quality of timber as well as other properties
during cutting operations.
• highly developed, and increasingly dynamic logging control methods.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Value chains
• Analysis of the value chains of wood products and evaluation of different actions
that create value-added to the developing production structures of the
bioeconomy.
• Additional value-added can be generated, for instance, by
utilising value chain data – from the forest to the timber
product market – more efficiently.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Capital efficiency
• Possibilities to reinforce the use of capital tied to wood supply.

Areas of R&D:
• creating a more dynamic way to manage wood purchace, supply and
inventory
• increasing equipment utilisation rates by different means such as the
development of control systems, year-round operations and by
coordinating cutting areas, equipment and various work types.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Logistical solutions
• Development and introduction of new innovative long-distance and terminal
solutions as well as wood measurement and reception solutions.
Examples from this field:
• introducing High Capacity Transport (HCT) timber trucks that are now in
their testing phase
• development of timber terminals and waterway transportation
• building loading sites and terminals for efficient railway transportation.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Entrepreneurship
• Developing the division of work between wood procurement organisations and
forestry machine, transportation and forest service companies as well as
improving the conditions of entrepreneuship in the industry.
The goal is to support:
• the strengthening of professional-level entrepreneurship
• the creation of rightsized businesses and business networks
• taking advantage of new opportunities brought on by digitalisation
in the management of businesses and business networks.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Logging and transport control
• Development of operating models and systems with the use of new technology.
A key goal is to establish suitable conditions for the application of principals of
the industrial internet to the control of business activities and management.

• For instance the consepting and development of common forest industry
application platforms i.e. those that widely utilise wood supply Big Data,
the analysis of such information and decision support systems.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Energy wood production chains
• Increasing the cost efficiency and conditions of application of energy wood
production chains as well as increasing raw material quality and its energy
content in the supply chain.
• One area of research is the development of a cost-efficient terminal
concept where energy wood can also be pre-treated so that its energy
content is compressed in order to ease subsequent shipments.
• The control of energy wood measurements and quality i.e. energy content
in the supply chain is another key research topic. In addition to requiring
new measurement methods, new improved tree characteristic estimation
models are also needed. Improving work safety has also become an
increasingly important topic recently.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Logging and transport technology
• Developing technical solutions, procedures and work models that help increase
productivity, usability and utilisation rates of wood harvesting and transport.

Viewpoints:
•
•
•
•
•

new machine, equipment and accessory solutions
work models and tutorial systems
logging operations in forests with a weak soil structure
efficient utilisation of growth condition information
year-round usability of forest machines – for example
mechanical forestry.
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RETURN

Focus areas of R&D:
Transportation infrastructure
• Maintaining and developing a well-planned transport corridor network to help
meet needs of the growing bioeconomy, other industries and business activities.
Key areas of R&D:

• maintenance of road-networks, bridges and railway terminals
• nationwide, efficient telecommunications connections
• comprehensive public data resources that are easily applicable.

Areas of research include:
•
•
•
•

recognising bottlenecks in logistics
how to prioritise existing refurbishment targets.
cost-efficient and need-driven maintenance methods
condition assessment methods that utilise new technology.
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